Individual body odour is known to provide information to conspecifics about both the identity of the donor and its biological state (e.g. reproductive condition, age, diet). It is not clear whether information related to individuality and biological state is evaluated collectively or separately. To gain insight into this subject, we examined the effect of a change in diet on conspecific recognition of individual chemical signatures in mound-building mice, Mus spicilegus. The diet change consisted of the addition of an aromatic concentrate to the drinking water. We used two different procedures based on spontaneous responses of mice to the presentation of odorous stimuli: the habituationedishabituation procedure and the habituationegeneralization procedure. Mice of both sexes were able to perceive the two types of information contained in the modified chemical signature of the donor, that is, they were able both to perceive the change in diet and to identify the chemical signature of the donor.
Individual body odour is known to provide information to conspecifics about both the identity of the donor and its biological state (e.g. reproductive condition, age, diet). It is not clear whether information related to individuality and biological state is evaluated collectively or separately. To gain insight into this subject, we examined the effect of a change in diet on conspecific recognition of individual chemical signatures in mound-building mice, Mus spicilegus. The diet change consisted of the addition of an aromatic concentrate to the drinking water. We used two different procedures based on spontaneous responses of mice to the presentation of odorous stimuli: the habituationedishabituation procedure and the habituationegeneralization procedure. Mice of both sexes were able to perceive the two types of information contained in the modified chemical signature of the donor, that is, they were able both to perceive the change in diet and to identify the chemical signature of the donor. Chemical communication is widespread in the animal world and constitutes, in rodents, a prominent mode of communication. Olfaction represents the main sense by which rodents recognize individuals and conspecifics and acquire knowledge about their social environment (Brown 1979) . The study of individual recognition by chemical cues presents an interesting problem at the evolutionary level: species specificity requires a high degree of homogeneity from one individual to another whereas individual identification requires that each individual has a chemical signature that differs from conspecifics (Halpin 1980) . The individual chemical signature may be defined as the complete set of odorants produced by the body of a given individual that allows unambiguous identification. Individual characteristics, conveyed by these odorous productions, allow the recognition of an individual (Gheusi et al. 1994 (Gheusi et al. , 1997 Johnston & Jernigan 1994 ) at both cognitive and functional levels (Gosling 1990; Gosling & McKay 1990; Randall 1991) . This property of the individual chemical signature is predicted to be related to an individual's genomic structure. Many studies have suggested a link between the individual chemical signature and a precise section of the genome (reviewed in Brennan 2004).
Odours are known to convey information about the state of an individual (e.g. reproductive state, age, diet). Several studies have shown the influence of diet on olfactory cues. In meadow voles, Microtus pennsylvanicus, for example, an increase in protein content of the diet increased the attractiveness of odorous marks (Ferkin et al. 1997) . In rats, Rattus norvegicus, genetic differences in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC), bacterial flora and diet interact to produce the individual chemical signature (Brown & Schellinck 1992; Brown 1995) . Rats found it easier to discriminate between urinary odours of two MHC-congenic mice after the mice consumed different diets (Brown et al. 1996) . It was also easier for these rats to remember the differences between the urinary odours of genetically identical mice maintained under different diets than to remember the differences between MHC-congenic mice sharing the same diet (Schellinck et al. 1997) . To be functional, however, the individual chemical signature depends on stability. Indeed, any sudden change in this individual chemical signature could disturb the normal social relationship of an established group (Halpin 1980) . Consequently, one may ask whether individuality is the result of information related to the biological state (e.g. reproductive condition, age, diet) and the genetic identity of the individual, and whether biological state and genetic identity are distinct. To gain insight into this subject, we investigated whether a change in diet could disturb the recognition of the individual chemical signature by a conspecific in mound-building mice, Mus spicilegus. 
